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Abstract  

Each stage of production within the textile industry presents its own bearing and friction problems. Additionally, 

there's pollution by oil or grease from bearings and gears of the fibers, yam, or fabric being treated. Dust and fly 

penetrating each a part of a machine clogs gears and bearings and makes real lubrication very tough. Sealed 

rolling interaction bearings, self-lubricating plastics or porous metal, and unlubricated bearings reinforced 

plastics have originatereceipt due to their ability to run easily without attention for long ages, but solutions to 

bearing problems must be inexpensive further more as effective since one machine may have thousands of 

bearings. Difficult bearing conditions which are determined after much research and expansion work are 

originate within the high-speed spinning spindle rotating unbalanced at 18,000 rev/min or more, and also the 

ring and traveller where steel runs on steel at high and velocity. Existing conventional textile processes have 

reached such grade of development that further major advances are likely to want completely new techniques 

but there's still much that engineers can do to extend the reliability, efficiency and smooth operation of 

conventional machines which is able to remain within the majority for several years to return. Lubrication plays 

a significant part in achieving optimum performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The manufacture of textiles is one of the significant ventures of the world and one in which Britain has since 

quite a while ago assumed an extraordinary job. The textile industry is portrayed by the financial movement 

whose goal is the creation of filaments, yarns, textures, garments and material products for home and 

embellishment, just as specialized and modern purposes. Inside assembling, the Textile is one of the most 

established and most complex parts which incorporates countless sub-areas covering the whole creation cycle, 

from crude materials and transitional items, to the creation of definite items. Textile industry exercises present 

various regions, each with its own characteristics. The length of the material procedure and the assortment of its 

specialized procedures lead to the conjunction of various sub-segments concerning their business structure and 

combination(Bullon Pereza et al., 2017). So Its highly computerized nature has always offered marvellous scope 

for technical development and progress, and up to the opening of this century textile machinery led the field in 

sophistication of engineering design(H Catling, Wilsont and Prattj, 2016). 
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Tribology covers the science and innovation of surfaces in contact and relative movement. This expansive 

definition makes it incredibly normal and henceforth a significant field of study. It incorporates rubbing, wear 

and grease, and related surface layers of the reaching bodies(Bruneet al., 1997). The set of three is likewise of 

extraordinary monetary importance in every mechanical part. In later years, this has been particularly apparent 

in the turn of events and utilization of instruments, machine segments and vehicles will meet the present 

expanding financial and natural limitations(Coronel, 2005). Surfaces in tribological contact are dependent upon 

exceptionally brutal conditions portrayed by extraordinary nearby weights, temperatures, and distortion. Under 

these conditions, surface movies are framed through responses between the reaching materials and the 

encompassing climate or grease, yet in addition through stage changes bringing about a surface layer with 

various properties contrasted with the first surface. These surface movies, frequently alluded to as tribo-films, 

might be exceptionally flimsy, for example from two or three nanometres to a couple of micrometres. In spite of 

their irrelevant thickness, they will oversee the conduct of basic tribological parts. Clearly, the investigation of 

tribo-films or related material properties requires high settling power which is given by procedures, for example, 

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), filtering electron microscopy 

(SEM) or particle power microscopy (AFM), among others(Coronel, 2005). 

 

Low friction films have been used by humans for a very lengthy time and yet there are extents of requests which 

just newlyhappening to profit from the rewards of surface adjustment or coating technology. These new cutting 

tools reduced the working time so that the work that took more than one hour in the opening of the 20th century 

now could be done in less than 1 minute. In the case of vacuum technology and space applications, it is difficult 

to keep the lubricants in position due to the low pressure(Endo et al., 1995), and in the food industry, a lubricant 

might pollute the food(Huang and Schmid, 2002). In order to more increase the lifetime and quality of cutting 

tools as well as to reduction the employedtime,. However, in vacuum technology, space applications or food 

industry, where there is aessential for low friction mechanisms, one cannot make usage of liquid lubricants. 

When high-speed steel (HSS) was presented the working time was abridged to 30 minutes and with the first 

cemented carbide (CC) materials it could be done within only 6 minutes. Today, thin layers of solid lubricants 

are used to reduce friction and wear in many applications with sliding contacts such as on videotapes, computer 

hard disks and reader heads(Coronel, 2005). At the beginning of the 20th century, it took more than one hour of 

turning to remove the surface layer of a 0.5 m long steel rod with a diameter of 0.1 m using a carbon steel tool 

material.The achievement story of materials science and surface engineering in tooling application is still 

relating and today it is shadowed by a similar expansion in the tribological field of machine components.The 

sledge was dragged on a wooden track and recovered wall paintings reveal that a lubricant, probably water, was 

used to alter the surface properties and reduce the friction(Coronel, 2005). 

 

The global exhaustion of available resources, rapid variations and unpredictable pattern affecting climate, the 

increasing population, consciousness with respect to organic products and progression of technology are some 

of the issues that effect the choices of textile sector. Textile sector has been faithfully working on sympathetic 

the present trends and upcomingwants of society in order to come up with products that focus on the necessities 
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of posterity. Meaningful the competition, developing skills to tackle new world, dealing with alteration by 

placing it in repetition, choreography plan that helps the industries stay commercially, socially and globally 

ahead under all the likely scenarios of altering world, are the welfares that textile units reap when they plan 

ahead. Fortunately, the sustainable strategies that help companies control future course of action have become 

part and tract of regular choice making of textile sector. The future plans also guide the textile industries to 

discover the markets that will rule the sector in a period from now. Apparently, the textile sector has started 

using computer-generated world to find scene customers and ensure that the product is available globally. These 

factors also effect the future requirement of textile products and have a major effect on the industry in all parts 

of the world(Fibre2fashion, 2014). 

 

Now, the textile industry is one of the fastest-growing industries with automation and advanced textile 

processing techniques with reducing processing cost by reducing friction in the machine.The progressions in 

dissimilar fields like robotics, electronics, biotechnology nano-technology have additionalaamazingdevelopment 

in textile machinery, processing and manufacturing.The growing textile industry has caused in growing 

demands for numerous textile processing and working machinery. The journey of the textile industry can be 

highlighted as the man-made fabrics to handlooms, power looms and modern textile machinery. Automation has 

helped the textile industry to boost production and improve quality and profits(Thakur, 2014). 

 

SCOPE OF THE STUDY  

Wear met within the textiles industry are very almost like those of other processing industries, e.g. papermaking, 

bakery, laundry and plastics. This paper will concentrate, therefore, on those problems which are mainly specific 

to textiles manufacture, and especially to textiles machinery. This paper is going to be further limited to 

reviewing machines and processes involved within the manufacture of cotton, wool, worsted and man-made 

fibres. Grounds for this limitation are that the issues met within the manufacture of other vegetable or animal-

derived fibres are similar, and therefore the conditions usually less severe. The section of the textile industry 

concerned with the making of clothes is very labour intensive and fewer mechanized, and hence offers less 

interest to engineers. There are, however, bearing problems related to high-speed sewing machines. 

 

ASSESSMENT OF TEXTILE MANUFACTURING MACHINERY 

Overview 

A wide sort of problems occur within the lubrication, friction and wear of textile machinery: in making the right 

choice of lubricant type and grade, keeping the oil or grease within the bearing and preventing it from escaping 

and causing contamination: keep friction as low as possible to scale back power requirements and in 

maintaining constant torque to stop vibration, excessive-end breakages and an irregular product: in ensuring 

long-term accuracy of alignment and clearance, and maximizing machine availability by reducing the necessity 

for bearing maintenance and replacement. 
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Tribological Problem and Lubrication in Textile Industries 

Changing atmospheric humidity, temperature fluctuations and high loads are just a number of the demanding 

situations affecting textile production. At the equal time, the textile enterprise desires to act in a sustainable way 

so as to stay as much as its very own entrepreneurial responsibility and protect the environment. Lubricants 

designed for the needs of the fabric industry solve the problem. Lubrication contributes to compliance with 

those requirements, delivering accelerated productiveness that forms a part of the sustainability improvement 

plan on the customer. With the purpose of making a substantial contribution to sustainability in fabric 

production, Lubrication evolved a synthetic tools oil with homes matched to a fabric system‟s requirements. The 

artificial gear oil multiplied productivity by means of 150 percent and, as a result, preservation durations were 

prolonged from 8,000 to 20,000 hours. The end result of that a substantially lower consumption of natural 

resources, green and reduced amount of cloth used much less waste, increased occupational safety because of 

decrease lubricant consumption and higher cost effectiveness for the operator by means of using the optimum 

lubricant for the task, sustainability and overall performance can pass hand in hand. Improving performance and 

extending device provider existence all make contributions to the sustainability dreams of the textile industry. 

For greater than ninety years we were discovering and developing effective and dependable lubrication solutions 

for industrial programs that help our clients meet their sustainability requirements. Lubricants as an essential 

design detail of textile machines and must suit the person component necessities to ensure optimal overall 

performance is accomplished as successfully as possible(Kluber Lubrication, 2019). With the speciality 

lubricants can cover the entire manufacturing process in the textile industry, including: 

 

• Spinning machines: outstanding corrosion protection for bearings, spinning turbines, opening rollers, 

spinning pumps, and spinnerets 

• Knitting machines: long carrier lifestyles with minimum protection necessities for needles and sinkers, slide 

rails and guide bars 

• Weaving machines: longer periods between preservation operations due to minimum-amount lubrication to 

gears, gripper looms and chains 

• Finishing machines: resistance to water, steam, acidic and alkaline answers for steamers, rolling bearings, 

compensators and rollers 

• Stenter frames: Much less residue because of excessive separating effect on conveyor chains, adjustment 

spindles, needle bars and clips 

 

Blow Room Process in Spinning 

Blow room is the preliminary stage in the spinning process. The call blow room is given due to the "air flow" 

and all procedure is carried out in blow room due to air flow. Blow room is consisting of various machines to 

perform the goals of blow room. In blow room the tuft length of cotton becomes smaller and smaller. In a word, 

it will say a segment in which the supplied compressed bales are opened, cleaned and blending or mixing to 

form uniform lap of precise period is called blow room phase. During the opening, cleaning, mixing or blending 

distinctive faults or defects arise in blow room due to wear of different parts of blow room. The Rieter blow 
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room section consists of Unifloc, UniClean, Unimix, Uniflex and Condenser machines. The main objects of 

these machines are opening, cleaning and mixing and blending the fiber. The heavy cotton bales are opened by 

the beater of Unifloc machine.Uniclean may be a coarse cleaning machine. The tiny tufts of uniflock machine 

are fed into this machine.There are opening roller consists with many spikes helps in opening the tuft of fiber 

and with the mixture of grid bar fiber is cleaned here. Trash, dust and foreign material of cotton fiber are 

separated by this machine. Cleaning is done without nipping and is therefore very mild on the fibers and at an 

equal time efficient. This safeguards a high level of staple use. The output of the machine is up to 1200 kg/h to 

be attained. Unimix may be a mixing machine of 6-8 chute chambers into which the production material of 

Uniclean is blown. Here chute chambers are occupiedsequentially and removed concurrently. This principle of 

this mixing machine helps to similar, intimate mixing of the opened cotton during a minimum of space, even 

with unfavorable bale lay-down. This provides uniform upcoming mixing or blending of fibers. Manufacture of 

this machine is up to 1000 kg/HR. Uniflex may be a fine cleaning machine. Mixed cotton is fed to the current 

machine for concentrated cleaning. Tuft of cotton are converted into very small size and cotton are cleaned by 

removing impurities (leaved, sand) without further damage of fiber. Beater speed, no of spikes and grid bar 

setting play an important rolein cleaning of cotton. There are also metal extractor, dust collector, foreign fiber 

extractor and condenser present in blow room line(Enam, 2019).Fan Impeller, Inside Swivel Tower unit, Take-

off Roller/Retracting Roller/Swivel Flaps Covering belts/Ducts, All types of Belts/Rollers, All drive Chain, 

Guard Gear Motor of Retracting Rollers, Tooth Segments, Brake Lift Drive, Sealing Strips (Lock Roller), Grid 

Bar, Inside of Drum and Grid adjustment, Perforated sheet for dust extraction, V-Belt for Drum Drive, Lock 

roller drive chain, Inner part of the spike feed lattice, All types belts, All drive Chain, Separating vanes, Exhaust 

air chambers, Storage section inner chamber, Rivets & spikes of spiked feed lattice Roller, Conveyor belt, 

Closing flap & spike feed, Spike feed lattice bearing, Cotton filter, All Gearbox, Stripping roller, Lamella chute, 

All drive chain, Sawtooth roller, Grid Bar, All Seals, Drum seal, Stripper, All types belt, Perforated drum inside 

or outside, All bearing, Takeoff roller machine parts were wear due to higher friction with materials. So the 

processing cost was increased. These wear was minimized by using correct lubricant(Mamun, 2018). 

 

Carding  Machine in Spinning 

The final stage within the blowroom process is carding. During this stage, the cleaned and blended short tufts 

are converted into individual fibers. For the primary time within the blowroom, fibre orientation is vital . Fibres 

begin to be straightened and to become oriented during a common direction. These oriented fibres are then 

reassembled into a twistless rope of disentangled fibres held together by inter-fibre friction. This twistless rope 

is named a carded sliver, and is coiled into large cans ready to be used within the subsequent processing steps. 

The carding machine consists of an inner cylinder and an outer belt (the „flats‟), both of which are covered in 

many fine wires. These wires intermesh and act to separate the fibres and arrange them during a more or less 

parallel form. The wires also remove any remaining trash and entangled lumps of fibres (termed „neps‟). The 

carding cylinder forms a skinning web of fibers. The fire is far away from the cylinder within the „doffing‟ 

process, whereby a second cylinder, the doffer, also covered with sawtooth wire, converts the fibers from a 

sheetlike web of the rope-like sliver. The sliver is held together by the friction between the parallel fibres. The 
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carding process also provides further opportunity for blending different fibres or different qualities of an 

equivalent fibre(Elhawary, 2015a). Carding element, Bearing, Flat, Cylinder, Stripping knife, Can turntable, 

Card clothing, Detaching unit, Belts and Flat drive belt are the main parts of carding machine which are worn 

due to higher friction of the maters in higher speed. The frictional wear was reduced by correct use of 

lubricant(Mamun, 2018). 

 

Lap Former Machine in Spinning 

Lap former may be a must needed machine for producing lap during a spinning section of textile 

sector. Lap former machine is employed for the preparation of the lap. It's used after completing the 

method of blow room. Each lap former machine contains some features which have mentioned during 

this article with its necessity in yarn manufacturing technology. The lap former has, also, the task of 

forming the interfacing or lap, which is used to feed the combing machine. The lap is found by 

doubling a specific number of slivers (from16 to 32) previously subject to a drawing passage. The 

slivers are fed side by side, passing, through rollers and stop motion. The slivers enter the drafting 

section and so calendar section to supply a compact lap. Finally the lap is wound on to bobbin. within 

the lap former, the fabric undergoes a light-weight draft of around 1.5 to 2 times one a drawing 

aggregate of the sort 2 on top of 3 cylinders(Hasan, 2018). Top cleaning device, Bottom cleaning 

device, Mote knives, Waste suction pipes, Filter, Sliver guide, Guide rolls, Top & bottom rollers, 

Tension bar, Belts and chains, Drafting gear box, Main gear box, Lap guide plate, Condenser roller, 

Motor and Trolley wheel are the main parts of the lap former machine. These parts were worn due to 

higher fiction of materials(Mamun, 2018). So the machine efficiency, reduced. These tribological 

problems minimized by using proper lubricant. 

 

Comber Machine in Spinning 

Combing is an elective step in fibre manufacture and is working when a smoother, finer yarn is required. Fibres 

undergo further alignment by means of a comb-like device that places the fibres into a fair stricter similar form. 

The fibres are fed into the machine so a fringe of fibres will be combed by revolving pins. The combing process 

also eliminates short fibres (<0.5 in), fibre hooks and any neps or impurities which may remain. Fibre hooks are 

fibres with hooked ends, created during the carding process since the fibres are moved along by the carding 

machinery; if not removed, they're going to finish in the assembly of a weaker yarn. Combed yarns have a 

superior appearance compared to carded yarns, having smoother surfaces and finer diameters. The removal of 

short fibres implies that fewer short ends show on the surface of the material, and also the luster of the material 

is additionally increased. The additional processing stage implies that combed yarns are dearer to provide, and 

so fabrics made from combed yarns are higher in price. As a result of this extra cost, the bulk of cotton yarn is 

simply carded, instead of carded and combed(Elhawary, 2015a). Feed table, Trumpet, Calendar roller, Table 

funnel, Top combs, Clearer rolls and flats, Bearing of the bottom roller, Circular comb, Filter, Spring 

assemblies, Nipper, Nipper lever on in-feed side, Circular comb brush, Feeding throats, Feed roller, Nipper lips, 
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Top detaching roller, Fleece guide plates, Top delivery roller, Lap plate, Stripper, Top and bottom roller, Timing 

belt, Flat belt, V-belt, Nipper feed plate, Gear box,  Chain, Bush of the top detaching roller, Drafting roller, Strip 

nipper frame, Top comber nipper, Circular comb, Index wheel, Pulley, Can wheel, Coiler wheel, Lap feed plate 

and Motor are the movable parts of combing macine(Mamun, 2018) which were worn  by higher speed and 

friction of materials. This tribological problem reduced by using proper lubricant. 

 

Drawing Machine in Spinning 

Drawing includes the processes of doubling and drafting. „Doubling‟ mentions to the actual fact that several of 

the slivers formed during carding could also be joint during drawing. „Drafting‟ mentions to the attenuation and 

uncurling of the slivers. However, the terms „drafting‟ and „drawing‟ are often used interchangeably. Again, 

blending can happen at this stage, and after all this can be where cotton is occasionally blended with a man-

made fiber. The carded sliver may comprise up to 30,000 fibers in its cross-section. The purpose of the drawing 

process is to lengthen the sliver to scale back the linear density to a level that's appropriate for spinning. This 

elongation is attained on a draw frame by a series of rollers rotating at dissimilar speeds to provide one, uniform 

strand, which is then fed into large cans. This consistency is significant to downstream manufacture processes, 

for instance, a thin area in wide sliver could become a very thin and weak area within the final yarn. The 

drawing process also removes fibers with hooked ends from the carded sliver. The drawing process is recurrent 

twice for carded slivers, while combing slivers are drawn once before combing and twice after combing hence 

the improved quality of fibers that have undergone both carding and brushing operations(Elhawary, 

2015b).Funnel, Scanning roller, Contact roller, Gatherer, Stripper, Top & bottom roller, Pressure bar, Round 

guide bar, Top roller, Funnel, Condenser, Trumpet, Coiler, Gear, Power cylinder, Flat belt, V-belt, Timing belt, 

Planetary gear box, Top roller lock and Motor are the main mov able parts of drawing machine(Mamun, 2018). 

Ese parts were wear out due to higher friction of the materials. Lubricant used to reduce the fiction and increase 

the productivity of these machine. 

 

Simplex Machine in Spinning 

The drawn sliver is fed into a machine called a roving frame, the ultimate step before spinning. Within 

the roving frame, the strands of the fiber are lengthened still further by a series of rollers. because the 

fibres are wound onto the bobbins they're twisted slightly, and this twisted strand is named the roving. 

The twist leads to improved cohesion of the strand and also condenses it in order that the strand will 

be handled effectively within the subsequent spinning process(Elhawary, 2015b).Creel, Balancing 

spring and chain, Creel chain, Rack groove, Lifter gear box, Main gear box,Bearing, Blanching chain, 

Traverse bar and sliver guide, Top & bottom roller, Condenser assembly, Top & bottom clearer cloth, 

Neck bearing of bottom roller, Cradle unit, Pressure arm, Top & bottom apron, Bobbin Rail & Seal, 

Flyer cap, Flyer, Shaft(Mamun, 2018) are the rotational parts of simplex machine. So these pats were 

worn by friction of materials. These tribological problem overcome by using lubricant and increase 

productivity of the machine. 
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Ring Frame machine in Spinning 

The ring-spinning frame was invented in 1832 by John Thorp and remains the foremost commonly used 

spinning technique within the textile industry. The recognition of this system is often attributed to its versatility 

in terms of the range of fibres that may be processed, the range of yarn linear densities which will be produced, 

its ability to provide fine yarns, and therefore the yarn structure and properties(Faysal, 2019). Because ring 

spinning produces a twist structure that's homogeneous across the length and cross-section, ring-spun yarns are 

strong, even and fine with low stiffness and high tenacity. During ring spinning, fibres are twisted around one 

another to source a robust yarn. The roving is fed from the spool through the drafting rollers, which attenuate (or 

elongate) the roving and control fibre orientation. The roving permits through the guiding ring so through the 

traveller. The traveller transfers freely round the motionless ring. The spindle turns the bobbin at aon-going 

speed, and it's this turning of the bobbin and also the drive of the travelers that finished with the yarn being 

twisted. The yarn is twisted and wound onto the bobbin in one operation. Spinning costs are proportional to the 

number of twists inserted, i.e. the minimum twist to supply acceptable spinning performance (i.e. Low breakage 

rate) and acceptable yarn properties (in terms of hairiness, stiffness and tensile properties). When the bobbin is 

full, it's far from the machine. The removal process is named „doffing‟. Once removed, the bobbins are 

transported to a winding machine, where the yarn is wound onto packages. During the winding process, the yarn 

is additionally „conditioned‟ in order that the moisture content of the yarn is brought into equilibrium with the 

moisture within the atmosphere. Wax and other coatings that facilitate weaving may additionally be added to the 

yarn during conditioning. The most advantage of ring spinning is that it produces finer and stronger yarns than 

other spinning techniques because of good fibre control, orientation and alignment during spinning. It's also an 

awfully flexible system that may spin a good range of fiber types. Yarn production rates are limited by the 

spindle rotation speed. When ring spinning was first developed, spindle rotation speeds were of the order of 

4000 r/min. Recent expansions have destined that the revolution speeds of up to 21,000r/min are possible. 

However, these speeds are still below those of other spinning methods. The ring spinning method also has high 

rates of power consumption, traveller wear, heat generation and yarn tension. The high power consumption is 

instigated by the obligation of rotating the bobbin at a rate of one turn for every twist inserted(Elhawary, 2015c). 

Top cot roller and cradle, Traverse track of roving guide, Gear Bearings, Top and bottom apron, Teeth surface 

of all gears at head stock, Fluted roller bearings, Bottom fluted roller, Top & bottom apron, Traveler, Spindle 

blade, Ring rail, Balloon control ring, Lappet rail, and Motor are the main parts of ring frame(Mamun, 2018). 

All rotating parts were worn due to higher rotational speed. The machine efficiency increased and sustainable by 

using proper lubricant. 

 

Weaving Machine 

The fabric is made by replacing the weft yarns with consuming interlacement of the warp yarns in the weaving 

process which is determined by fabric structure design following top view of the cloth fell and the horizontal 

clothes are designed to make them attached together. It is functionedwith the help of the „Let off mechanism‟ by 

which the warp yarns are delivered from the warp beam from the back part of the loom. The separate handles 
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are equestrian on a harness or the heald shaft that allows the warp yarns to be controlled in groups. When the 

yarns come forward through the process of the ' Drop wire ' system, the yarns are treated to loosen the tension 

and transported into the 'Heald frame‟. With the effect of Let off mechanism, the yarns are placed without 

moving at a specific place with the help of „Reed‟ by warp stop motion. This loom of motion filling the insertion 

of weft yarns is called Picking. After replacing the horizontal yarns with the process of picking; the yarns are 

made up ancombined sheet of the fabric surface. The filling is inserted horizontally up and down the surface of 

warp yarns by the shuttle moving in principle across the shed. The yarns are treated to be released from the warp 

beam to control the yarns from the bar along the front from the back to the rest vertical and to defend the 

shrinkage vertically by happeningto the front. The separate end of the warp beam is pulled through the 

individual „Heald eye‟ which is situated is in the center of the huddle of the head frame. Then the filling 

insertions are combined with pushing horizontally with the interlacement of warp yarns. This way half of the 

warp yarns of that frame rise to produce an opening between two sheets of warp yarns. The process of 

producing a fabric by interlacing warp and weft threads is known as weaving. The „Sley Sword‟ mechanism is 

used to pushing the weft yarn and this motion of the loom is called Beating(Kiron, 2011).The different movable 

parts of power loom are Heald, Heald shaft, Shuttle, Shuttle box, Picker, Beams, Front rest, Lease rods, Slay, 

Reed, Treadle and Temple(Ovi, 2014)which were worn due to high friction with yarn.   So the machine 

productivity and efficiency were loses. These tribological problem reduced by using oil and lubricants. 

 

Knitting Machine 

An increasing proportion of the apparel fabric produced within the uk is being knitted instead of woven. Over 

the past ten years, this proportion has risen from 28 to 42 per cent with warp knitting showing the best increase. 

It's been estimated that by 1975 weaving, weft knitting and warp knitting will rank equal in importance as 

methods of converting yarn into fabric. Little has been published about the damage and lubrication of knitting 

machines. The actuation of the needles is sometimes by cams, but because loads and speeds don't seem to be 

high the unfavorable lubrication conditions are tolerable. Lubrication of needle guides without contamination is 

difficult and there's scope here for self-lubricating materials which will be manufactured with sufficient 

accuracy. Warp knitting speeds of 1000 rows (4 000 000 stitches) a second producing cloth 180 in wide are 

common(H. Catling, Wilsont and Prattj, 2016). 

 

Sewing Machine 

Until a decade or two ago sewing machines were craftsman assembled. Bearings were individually fitted, lapped 

in and punctiliously run in. Steel on steel or steel with forged iron were common bearing pairs, the appearance 

of the sunshine, cheaper, compact machines requiring the minimum of servicing demanded design in situ of 

evolution for the bearings and also the use of more practical materials. Molded thermoplastic components with 

their good marginal lubricating properties have proved effective, and difficult bearing applications like in thread 

take up and needle bar levers where there are lubrication and noise problems are experimentally fitted with a 

high strength plastic-lined bearing in situ of needle rollers with encouraging results. The adoption of dry and 

self-lubricating bearings has had the twin effect of simplifying construction and reducing contamination by 
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lubricant of the fabric being sewn. The matter of needle-yarn wear will be readily appreciated when it's realized 

that the loop of yarn or thread is accelerated backwards and forwards through the attention of the needle thirty or 

forty times before it forms a part of a stitch. Rates of stitching of up to 6000 stitches/min are used. Lubrication 

of needle eyes will be achieved by continuous waxing of the yarn or by dipping the cop of yarn to be sewn into a 

wax emulsion. “On-staining‟ oil is additionally used(H. Catling, Wilsont and Prattj, 2016). 

 

Dyeing, Printing and Finishing 

Bearing troubles within the finishing stages of textile production stem mainly from the corrosive or erosive 

effects of environment or from the high temperatures required for drying, setting, etc. Considering samples of 

particular concern to the textile manufacturer there's the sticking of fabric or yarn to drying rollers, the wear and 

tear of doctor knives in roller printing and also the lubrication of roller support bearings subjected to high 

temperatures. Bearings supporting rollers within the heat setting fluidized beds must upset high ambient 

temperatures up to 200°C contamination by the little glass spheres-the heat transfer medium-and infrequent 

maintenance. Steel-backed sintered bronze material impregnated with Polytetrafluoroethylene and lead gave a 

satisfactory performance as roller bearings in an experimental fluidized bed. Additionally, there are the issues 

related to the vast range of chemicals employed by the fashionable textile processor and their detrimental effect 

on the bearings and lubricant, notably hydroxide solution employed in mercerizing. Contamination of rollers 

will be avoided by spray coating with Polytetrafluoroethylene and sintering, a chic and inconvenient procedure. 

A recent development has been a self-adhesive covering four rollers within the sort of a fiber fabric coated with 

Polytetrafluoroethylene(H Catling, Wilsont and Prattj, 2016). 

 

LUBRICANTS AND LUBRICATION'S 

Lubricant is that the chemical compound higher molecular weight utilized in the machines to guard corrosion 

and possibility of failure. Lubrication is that the process of application of lubricants in machinery during 

operation or maintenance. Lubricants used in machines for the decrease of wear and tear and tear, reduces 

machines maintenance time and price, synchronized operation appropriate RPM of the machine in optimal speed 

and consistency of speed, legibility assurance of machine and parts, higher operating efficiency less idle time 

and stopping, the higher quality of products thanks to well-running and disturbance are the causes of higher 

quality products, reduces machine stoppage frequency, so attainment of the upper quality. reduces fatigue and 

tedium of workforces thanks to well running less stoppage and troubles, develop ergonomics & improve the 

working environment, reduce workload and price of overall manufacturing. There are two types of lubricant 

available as Grease and oil lubricant. Selection of lubricant is governed by types of gear/bearing or point of 

lubricants, speed of gears/shaft, reduction ratio, operating temperature, input horse power and nature of load 

provided(Sajib, 2012). 

LUBRICANT USED IN TEXTILE PROCESS INDUSTRY  

Textile Industry Processing Units Stenter chain oils, Moly sprays, heat, grease for Fab-bearings, Loop steamer 

bearing greases, Beam dying and Jet dying machine lubricants, "O" Ring and Rubber seal greases 

etc(Chemverse, 2020c). 
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Non-Staining Grease for Loop Steamers 

These kinds of lubricant used for steam joints and submersible pump bearings, water turbines, conveyor 

systems, electric motors of sophistication “H” insulations. it's a non-staining grease and ideally suitable for 

bearings of loop steamers and therefore the printing range of dyeing houses. Silicone grease compounded from 

fortified silicone oil thickened with a special lithium soap and EP additives to fulfill the foremost critical 

industrial applications. every kind of anti-friction ball and roller bearings, sleeve bearings, and needle bearings 

operating under very high speeds and high temperatures. it's a wonderful Lubricant-cum-sealant for „O‟ Rings & 

Rubber seals of Beam dying and Jet dying machines(Chemverse, 2020c). 

 

Chain Cleaner Spray 

It is ideally suitable for cleaning jammed bearings, threaded connections, dirty chains, and open gears, wire 

ropes, etc. It is a non-flammable, demoisturizing, carbon removing, and safe cleaning agent with low toxicity 

and high solvent power. It is a cleaner for Stenter chains and heater tracks of texturizing machines(Chemverse, 

2020c). 

 

High Temperature Grease 

These form of lubricant used for Ball and Roller bearings operating under high speed and extreme temperature, 

kingpins, ball joints, Gears, Linkages, Speed reducers, Splines, Stenter fan bearings, etc. it's especially suited to 

the lubrication of high speed, warm temperature, ball and roller bearings, needle bearings, plain bearing, 

kingpins, ball joints, linkages, etc. it's a specially blended formulation of complex soap-based grease fortified 

with Molybdenum disulfide and other special additives to fulfill critical conditions for automotive and industrial 

applications(Chemverse, 2020c). 

 

Aerosol Spray for Width Adjusting Spindle 

Bearings, slides, ways, shafts, journals, gears, rams, fasteners, chain wheels, conveyors, sprockets, pins, bushes, 

plungers, springs, hinges, threaded connections, locks, linkages, splines, sleeves, etc. it's clean, dry lubricant, 

supported molybdenum disulfide, chemically inert, forms a skinny tenacious anti-friction film capable of 

withstanding extreme pressures (100,000 psi) and temperatures (-180°C to +400°C)(Chemverse, 2020c). 

 

TEXTILE GARMENT INDUSTRY 

Garment Industry Lube like Non-staining stitching oils, Silicone thread lubricants, Fusing machine belt cleaners, 

Stain removers, Specialty oils & greases, Machinery cleaners & Fabric softeners and Spray 

Adhesives(Chemverse, 2020a). 

 

Fusing Belt Cleaner 

Spray on contaminated and dirty surfaces and permit it to figure for a brief time and wipe off the surface of 

components like Cots and Aprons, Tops & Bottom rollers, Guide rollers of draw frames after which the 

components may be wiped off .i.e. Cots and Aprons, Top and Bottom rollers, Guide rollers of draw frames, 

speed frames, ring frames(Chemverse, 2020a). 
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Synthetic Stitching Oil 

Stitchlube may be a fully formulated synthetic stitching oil, specially designed for the lubrication of 

recent fast speed sewing machines like Juki, Pegasus, Pfaff, Singer, Brother, etc.Stitchlube is fully 

formulated synthetic stitching oil, specially designed for the lubrication of recent fast speed sewing 

machines like Juki, Pegasus, Pfaff, Singer, Brother, etc(Chemverse, 2020a). 

High Performance General Purpose Cold Cleaner/ Degreaser 

CVC SAFE KLEEN could be a non-flammable, non-hazardous product that's inherently 

biodegradable & will remove all petroleum-based contaminants like oil, grease, semi-cured varnish & 

paint, waxes & adhesives, silicones & oil-based inks. CVC SAFE KLEEN could be a high 

performance, heavy-duty general purpose degreaser that's a part of a brand new generation of 

cleaners, designed to exchange the commonly used chlorinated high volatile solvents employed in 

“Cold Cleaning” process. It may be employed in a dip bath or hand sprayed, sparingly onto the 

contaminated surface, and allowed to figure for a brief time after which the components is wiped 

freed from contaminants or water rinsed if desired(Chemverse, 2020a). 

 

Tacky Sprayable Grease 

It may be employed in conveyor bearings, chains, open gears, mixers, agitators, vertical guides, reciprocating 

parts, wire drawing, die casting, glass molding, punching, stamping, machining, dyeing and printing machines, 

dryers, evaporators, packing and filling machines, etc(Chemverse, 2020a). 

 

TEXTILE WEAVING PRODUCTS 

Anti-Static Reed Wire Cleaner 

An excellent Anti-Static agent with Synthetic lubricants specially developed for cleaning the yarn deposits, 

fluff, dust & other contaminants on the reed wires of high speed looms. The non-staining Synthetic lubricant 

ensures lubrication of the reed wires preventing further fluff deposits without affecting or harming the reed or 

the fiber(Chemverse, 2020e). 

 

Spray For Drive Belts 

CVC BELT DRESSER is employed for cleaning and protecting drive belts fabricated from rubber, 

leather or synthetic materials. it's practical for all flat, belts product of Leather, rubber, canvas and 

other fabrics for both indoor and outdoor use(Chemverse, 2020e). 

 

Synthetic Multipurpose Moly Grease 

A typical application within the Textile industry would be all greasing applications in Textile machinery. It may 

be used on LR cards, Combers, Pneumafill motors, Looms, Draw frames, Speed frames, Autoconers so on. it's 

utilized in industries wherever multipurpose grease is employed in industries, especially for industries that 
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consume ball and roller bearings, bushes & those which require lubrication of chains, linkages, joints, slides and 

ways. a wonderful dielectric sealant cum lubricant supported silicon, which seals, electrical parts and ignition 

systems from moisture and lubricates electrical switchgear, plastic bearings, etc(Chemverse, 2020e). 

 

Synthetic Water Washable Non-Staining Loom Oil 

A unique, water washable, non-staining, synthetic lubricant for a centralized lubrication system (oil box) for 

every type of weaving looms. It sticks to the chain and other moving parts of looms tenaciously for long-term 

lubrication. The inherent nature of synthetic oil has very low friction & wear and also due to the anticorrosive 

property, it extends the lifetime of all moving parts lubricated by it(Chemverse, 2020e). 

 

TEXTILE KNITTING PRODUCTS 

Knitlube SprayIt is a completely formulated Synthetic Knitting oil, especially designed for the lubrication of 

needles of circular textile machine to supply long life and intensely low friction performance (Chemverse, 

2020b). 

KnitlubeIt is a totally formulated Synthetic Knitting oil, especially designed for the lubrication of needles of 

circular textile machine to produce long life and intensely low friction performance (Chemverse, 2020b). 

EcoknitIt is specially formulated economic Knitting oil, especially designed for the lubrication of needles of 

older & slower knitting machines to supply long life and very low friction performance (Chemverse, 2020b). 

Synol-22It is a specially formulated economic knitting oil, especially designed for the lubrication of needles of 

knitting machines to supply long life and intensely low friction performance (Chemverse, 2020b). 

Gearlube-100 It is a semi-synthetic gear oil formulated with latest additive technology with friction modifiers 

to supply high performance, long life and energy saving properties, which don't seem to be available from 

conventional lubricating oils.Temperature Range (-40°C to 250°C)(Chemverse, 2020b). 

 

High Speed Semi Fluid Grease 

PSR-300 is synthetic fluid grease specially formulated with highly stable chemical additives like rust and 

corrosion inhibitors and antioxidants to supply good water repellency for rust protection and oxidation stability 

for high-temperature performance. it's used for a centralized lubrication system of printing presses, Internal 

Grinders, Worm gears, Gear couplings, Universal joints, Instrument bearing, etc(Chemverse, 2020b). 

TEXTILE SPINNING LUBRICANTS 

Synthetic Ring and Traveller Oil 

CVC Ringlube could be a high performance non-staining, low friction, anti-static synthetic oil specially 

developed for the lubrication of Ring & Ring Traveller within the Ring frames of textile mills. CVC Ringlube 

won't leave any carbonaceous deposit and so will increase the productivity and lifetime of Ring Travellers. Also, 

wet the ring Travellers with CVC Ringlube before fixing them on the rings. During the conventional 

maintenance period, clean the rings thoroughly with a clean lint-free hosiery fabric piece(Chemverse, 2020d). 
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Synthetic Multipurpose Moly Grease 

It is utilized in industries wherever multipurpose greases are used, especially in industries that consume ball and 

roller bearings, bushes, and people which require lubrication of chains, linkages, joints, slides, and ways. It 

increases bearing life, extends lubrication interval(2-3 times longer), lowers energy consumption, protects from 

rust & corrosion, and reduces grease inventory.Synol XA-100 is that the most versatile Synthetic Multipurpose 

Moly Grease with special additives used for plain and antifriction bearings(Chemverse, 2020d). 

 

CVC TexlubeKnotter Cleaner Spray 

Further, it leaves a skinny, non-staining, and non-sticky film of lubricant on all kinds of scissors and cutters of 

splicers/knotters which protects the exposed surface from rust & corrosion and reduces the wear and tear & tear 

of moving parts. supported a specialty cleaner, synthetic lubricant, and other chemical additives, it immediately 

penetrates and cleans tint, fluff, dust and other deposits accumulated on surfaces. CVC TexlubeKnotter Cleaner 

Spray also referred to as Splicer/Knotter Cleaner may be a non-staining cleaner-cum-lubricant for contemporary 

textile machinery used for various operations like spinning, winding and weaving, knitting etc(Chemverse, 

2020d). 

 

Ep Moly Spray For Autoconer Cams 

EP MOLY Spray for Autoconer Cams relies on Molybdenum disulphide, Synthetic lubricant, and chemical 

additives like anti-oxidant and antioxidant to supply long-term, smooth lubricating action under extremes of 

loads and temperatures(Chemverse, 2020d). 

 

Moly Antiseize Compound 

SynolMolypaste N-3, also referred to as Moly Antiseize Compound, may be a highly concentrated microsize 

Molybdenum disulphide based, multipurpose assembly/lubricating paste fortified with special additives to face 

up to very heat and extreme loads. It eliminates metal to metal contact between nuts and bolts, preventing them 

from seizing resulting in breakage under extremely heavy load(Chemverse, 2020d). 

 

Dry Film Moly Lubricant 

It is employed in bearings, slides, ways, shafts, journals, gears, rams, fasteners, chain wheels, conveyors, 

sprockets, pins, bushes, plungers, springs, hinges, threaded connections, locks, linkages, splines, sleeves, etc. 

Dry Film Moly Lubricant may be a clean, dry lubricant, supported molybdenum disulfide, chemically inert, 

forms a skinny tenacious antifriction film capable of withstanding extreme pressures (100,000 psi) and 

temperatures (-180°C to +400°C)(Chemverse, 2020d). 

 

Dry Film Moly Coating 

Dry Film Moly Coating could be a stable suspension of micro-size molybdenum disulphide in a very binder 

solvent system to attain a bonded lubricating film by spraying over the bearing surface.It establishes uniform 
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bonded coating, forming a solid lubricating film of Moly with considerable tenacity to resist a load of 

500,000PSI(Chemverse, 2020d). 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

This paper is a center of knowledge of the Tribological problem in the Textile sector. So any researcher would 

be easily found the tribological problem in textile machinery and developed the machine by reducing the 

tribological problems. This paper also discusses the correct use of lubricants so anyone would be easily found 

the problem of use lubricants and solve the problems. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This paper helps the researcher as well as the industrial person to identify any textile machine-related 

tribological problem and solve the problem by existing lubricants which also discusses in this paper. So this 

paper would be very important for the textile-related person for increasing textile machine efficiency and 

productivity as well as for maintaining sustainable production and also increase the machine's lifetime. 
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